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Catheter Based Valve and Aortic Surgery

This text provides a comprehensive, state-of-the-art review of catheter based approaches to valve and aortic diseases. The scope encompasses involve all the current and upcoming transcatheter aortic valve technologies as well as mitral, pulmonary and tricuspid valve technologies. Aortic diseases including transcatheter repair of descending aneurysms are included and the upcoming technologies designed to repair aortic dissections, traumatic injury, and ascending arch stent repair are highlighted. Catheter Based Valve and Aortic Surgery will be a useful tool for cardiac and vascular surgeons, interventional car-

An Illustrated Guide to Pediatric Urology

This book is vital for physicians caring for young patients with urological conditions, as a quick reference book that is easy to read and well-illustrated. Pediatric urological conditions are fairly common, and infants and children are seen on daily basis with urological problems either in clinics or in hospitals. This book is useful to general surgeons, pediatricians, pediatric surgeons, fellows, residents, general physicians and family physicians, medical students and nurses. The Editor has gained experience in the diagnosis and management of various urologi-

Intracranial Pressure and Brain Monitoring XV

This volume showcases recent high-quality work relating to the pathophysiology, biophysics, monitoring, and treatment of traumatic brain injury and hydrocephalus that was presented at the 15th International Symposium on Intracranial Pressure and Brain Monitoring (ICP), held in Singapore in November 2013. The included papers derive from experts in neurointensive care, physiology, physics, engineering, and neurosurgery who have made important contributions in this translational area of research. All were selected from among oral and oral-poster presenta-
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A.H. Al-Salem

An Illustrated Guide to Pediatric Urology

This book is vital for physicians caring for young patients with urological conditions, as a quick reference book that is easy to read and well-illustrated. Pediatric urological conditions are fairly common, and infants and children are seen on daily basis with urological problems either in clinics or in hospitals. This book is useful to general surgeons, pediatricians, pediatric surgeons, fellows, residents, general physicians and family physicians, medical students and nurses. The Editor has gained experience in the diagnosis and management of various urologi-

Bariatric and Metabolic Surgery

Indications, Complications and Revisional Procedures

This book describes the surgical bariatric procedures most frequently performed worldwide and examines
Multiorgan Procurement for Transplantation

This well-illustrated handbook provides answers to important questions that may arise during the retrieval of multiple organs for transplantation and offers step-by-step descriptions of current surgical techniques for procurement of the various thoracic and abdominal organs, including heart, lung, liver, intestine, pancreas, and kidney. The coverage includes detailed instruction on liver splitting techniques and on living donor liver hepatectomies and laparoscopic procedures. Furthermore, individual chapters focus on selected topics in this field and related specialties. Many journals and/or textbooks on different surgical or medical specialties have reported on individual aspects, so it is high time to gather all of them in a single resource. To date, surgery of the IVC remains a major challenge, not only in terms of technical difficulties, but also in terms of perioperative management. The book sheds new light on cutting-edge developments, including: Innovations in imaging; Neoadjuvant and adjuvant treatments;...]

More on www.springer.com/978-88-470-3943-8

Reconstructive Lymph Vascular Surgery

This book represents an up-to-date overview of reconstructive lymphovascular surgery, with coverage of all aspects from the bench to the bedside. After careful consideration of the pathophysiological and experimental basis for the described procedures, concise guidance is provided in the treatment of various conditions. Surgical technique is explained for the important indication of lymphedema of the upper and lower limbs due to localized blockage of the lymphatic system. Further important indications for which the surgical procedure is fully described include lymphoceles and lymph fistulas. Means of verifying results, especially important in the case of newer techniques, are...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-25563-7

Surgery of the Inferior Vena Cava

A Multidisciplinary Approach

This book addresses an urgent need, offering an updated, detailed and multidisciplinary review of surgery of the inferior vena cava (IVC). Over the past two decades, tremendous advances have been made in this field and related specialties. Many journals and/or textbooks on different surgical or medical specialties have reported on individual aspects, so it is high time to gather all of them in a single resource. To date, surgery of the IVC remains a major challenge, not only in terms of technical difficulties, but also in terms of perioperative management. The book sheds new light on cutting-edge developments, including: Innovations in imaging; Neoadjuvant and adjuvant treatments;...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-25563-7

Obesity

The Medical Practitioner’s Essential Guide

This text translates the newest and latest science and research about obesity in an effort to change the mindset and educate all medical practitioners who see
Forthcoming
H. CHEN, L. Kao (Eds.)

Success in Academic Surgery

This second edition book reinforces the curriculum of the Association for Academic Surgery (AAS) courses and also provides guidance to individual surgeons who have not had the opportunity to attend these courses. Thus, this book is a valuable reference for medical students, surgical residents, and young surgical faculty. It gives an overview of the other titles of the Success in Academic Surgery Series, and will include additional chapters on global surgery, surgical QI and getting started in leadership. While many of the topics are stable over time, health services research is increasingly popular with surgical trainees and faculty, and funding is very different than it was when the [...] More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-43951-8

Softcover
2017. Approx. 305 p. 10 illus. (Success in Academic Surgery)
► ca. 128,39 €
ISBN 978-3-319-43951-8
Erscheinungstermin: October 27, 2016

Inguinal Hernia Surgery

This book, which describes in detail the most common procedures employed in inguinal hernia surgery, is exceptional in reflecting fully the most recent advances, as well as the most established techniques, in knowledge and practice. The role of recently developed and emerging technologies, including robotics, minimally invasive surgery, and biological meshes, is clearly explained, highlighting useful tips and tricks. The descriptions of traditional procedures, such as the Lichtenstein repair, are brought fully up to date and take into account the novel perceptions that professionals have of them, for example regarding the important role of nurses. The reader will also find guidance on [...] More on www.springer.com/978-88-470-3946-9

Hardcover
2017. Approx. 200 p. 50 illus. in color. (GI Surgery Annual, Band 22)
► 96,29 €
Erscheinungstermin: September 26, 2016

Acute Care Surgery Handbook
Volume 2 Common Gastrointestinal and Abdominal Emergencies

This pocket manual is a practically oriented guide to abdominal and gastrointestinal emergencies in acute care surgery. It covers the most common injuries to the entire area, offering careful descriptions of diagnostic procedures, surgical techniques and non-operative management. The guide stems from collaboration with the World Society of Emergency Surgery (WSES) and aims to provide general surgeons, residents and trainees with a comprehen-
sive and up-to-date overview of the most relevant operative techniques and with useful “tips and tricks” applicable in for their daily clinical practice. A second volume on other surgical emergencies, which also includes chapters on antibiotic[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-15361-2

Softcover
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ISBN 978-3-319-15361-2
Erscheinungstermin: October 9, 2016

Acute Care Surgery Handbook
Volume 1 General Aspects, Non-gastrointestinal and Critical Care Emergencies

This pocket manual is a practically oriented, wide-ranging guide to acute care surgery general aspects and to non-gastrointestinal emergencies. It covers the most common problems in thoracic, obstetric, gynecologic, anorectal, vascular and skin surgery and also includes chapters on postoperative complications in bariatric surgery, antibiotic management, nutrition and interventional radiology in acute care surgery. This guide stems from collaboration with the World Society of Emergency Surgery (WSES) and aims to provide general surgeons, residents and trainees with a comprehensive and up-to-date overview of the most relevant operative techniques and with useful “tips and tricks”[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-15340-7

Softcover
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ISBN 978-3-319-15340-7
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Complications in Acute Care Surgery
The Management of Difficult Clinical Scenarios

This text provides the reader a starting point for the most difficult and uncommon complications in acute care surgery. It is designed to provide options to that ubiquitous intra-operative or bedside question “Well, now what do we do with this?” The topics have been chosen for the extreme difficulty of management and the surprising regularity that they present and the lack of large volume of accumulated evidence, where expert experience remains vital. The volume editors present a list of clinical scenario’s, intra-operative findings, and ethical circumstances that few general surgeons in their career will see in their career. The authors represent the most prolific surgeons in[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-42374-6

Hardcover
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ISBN 978-3-319-42374-6
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Neurotrauma Management for the Severely Injured Polytrauma Patient

This text addresses many of the questions which occur when medical professionals of various disciplines interact and have different plans and interventions, each with its own valid scientific and/or experience-based rationale: Questions involving tourniquet placement, ideal fluids and volumes for resuscitation, VTE prophylaxis and many other management considerations. Straightforward decisions in the patient with a single diagnosis often conflict when applied to the neurologically injured polytrauma patients. Neurotrauma Management for the Severely Injured Polytrauma Patient answers as many of these questions as possible based on the current literature, vast[...]
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Hardcover
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ISBN 978-3-319-40206-2
Erscheinungstermin: September 10, 2016
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Rehabilitative Surgery
A Comprehensive Text for an Emerging Field

This book represents the first interdisciplinary text on the emerging field of rehabilitative surgery, in which state of the art procedures from multiple surgical specialties are combined. It proposes a completely new framework for understanding, coordinating, and providing treatment for paralyzed or severely neurologically impaired patients and explains the potentially critical impact of surgery in creating a new baseline of functional status, thereby improving the patient’s daily life. Every major aspect of reconstructive surgical treatment is considered, including anesthesia, orthopedic surgery, plastic surgery, neurosurgery, general surgery, vascular surgery, and otolaryngology[...]
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Hardcover
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Rare Diseases and Syndromes of the Spinal Cord

This book provides a comprehensive and up-to-date review of rare diseases and syndromes of the spinal cord, collected over the past forty years from all the world’s literature. Each chapter in this volume is organized in the same easy-to-follow format, comprising definitions, incidence, etiology, clinical presentation, diagnosis, management, prognosis, and references. This book is aimed at medical students, residents, fellows, and junior attendings in spinal cord medicine, physical medicine, neurosurgery, orthopedics, oncology, emergency medicine, infectious disease, neurology, genetics, vascular surgery, and endocrinology, along with the numerous allied fields of physical[...]
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A How To Guide For Medical Students

This book will be a ‘how to’ guide for medical students interested in pursuing a career in academic surgery. It will discuss personal traits and rationale for going into academic surgery. It will review accomplishments as a medical student that are key components of beginning an academic career and highlight what makes a student competitive for a surgical program. Sections will be devoted to mentor-
ship, research experience and personal experiences that lead to success. The editors will also focus on gender and work-life balance issues that often are perceived as barriers to a career in academic surgery. It will also provide key dates and sample application information for[...]
More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-42895-6
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Introduction to Surgery for Students
Introduction to surgery aims to provide a one-stop guide to the basics of surgery for surgical rotations, as well as providing information for aspiring surgeons on how to explore a surgical career and build your CV for surgical applications. It aims to be the go-to companion for any student shadowing in theatres, and a thorough guide for students wishing to spend more time in a specific specialty, conduct research and plan careers. Introduction to Surgery for Students is an edited collection of 31 chapters from a group of 80 medical students, junior doctors and consultant surgeons. Each chapter has been written by a team made up of at least one student and one senior, and has then[...]
More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-43209-0
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Advanced Trauma and Surgery
This book discusses different aspects of trauma surgery, ranging from the various types of trauma and their management, infection, sepsis and inflammation to tissue injury and repair in trauma. It discusses cellular, molecular and genetic research findings and their role in pathogenesis in trauma and injury. In addition, it highlights the translational application of advanced theories and technologies in the management of trauma patients. This book is a valuable resource for anyone involved in the management of severe trauma damage to tissues wanting to reduce early mortality and improve patients’ quality of life.

Hardcover
► ca. 128,39 €
Erscheinungstermin: October 25, 2016

S. Giacopuzzi, A. Zanoni, G. de Manzoni (Eds.)

Adenocarcinoma of the Esophagogastric Junction
From Barrett’s Esophagus to Cancer
This book offers up-to-date and comprehensive coverage of the diagnosis and therapy of adenocarcinoma of the esophagogastric junction (EGJ). As is appropriate in the era of multidisciplinary and multimodal treatment, the contributions of all the various specialists involved cooperatively in the treatment of EGJ cancer are thoroughly described. Detailed attention is also paid to the significance of neoplastic lesions, such as Barrett esophagus. The final part of the book represents a surgical atlas documenting the techniques used in the EGJ region, with superb color images and stepwise description of procedures. Against the background of the rapidly increasing incidence in EGJ[...]
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Hardcover
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Burn Care for General Surgeons and General Practitioners
This textbook on burn care is focused specifically on the needs of a surgeon. It provides a “how to do” text that presents the practical strategies for initial resuscitation, skin grafting, burn-specific critical care and ultimately guide the surgeon for the best outcomes for the burn surgeon. It provides the reader with basic pathophysiology but avoids a detailed review of the molecular science of burns. Guidelines for basic care with the chapters covering the timeline used for each patient spanning from initial resuscitation (ABCs) to managing their re-socialization are provided. The text covers the key components to the initial management of the burn patient including airway[...]
More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-29159-8

Hardcover
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Gewöhnlich versandfertig in 3-5 Werktagen.
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Nerve Cases
High Yield Scenarios for Oral and Written Testing
This book addresses the severe knowledge deficit in peripheral nerve amongst neurosurgeons, however this topic represents an integral part of the oral board examination. The book employs a case based approach with the highest-yield scenarios for oral boards, primarily focusing on nerve entrapments, trauma and tumors. Thanks to its question and answer format, the reader is encouraged to think about the cases and questions as if taking the real exam before they check the answers. The work also includes common pitfalls, a section on nerve examinations including video recordings, and a section on important clinical findings that should be diagnosed from the picture. The book not only[...]
More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-39692-7

Hardcover
2016. XX, 211 p. 184 illus., 169 illus. in color. With online files/update.
► 96,29 €
ISBN 978-3-319-39692-7
Operative Approaches to Nipple-Sparing Mastectomy

Indications, Techniques, & Outcomes

This text is designed to present a comprehensive overview of the evolution, oncologic safety, surgical approaches and outcomes of NSM. The book is targeted at general surgeons, dedicated breast surgeons, and plastic surgeons. There is focus for surgeons just beginning their use of NSM, as well as a review of patient selection criteria, operative approaches, reconstruction options, and management of complications. Chapters are written by experts in the performance and reconstruction of NSM. Chapters are supplemented with appropriate illustrations, photos, and video demonstrations of NSM techniques and reconstructions. Operative Approaches to Nipple-Sparing Mastectomy:[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-43257-1

Hardcover
2017. Approx. 130 p. 21 illus., 50 illus. in color. (European Manual of Medicine)
↓ ca. 85,59 €
ISBN 978-3-319-43257-1
Erscheinungstermin: November 8, 2016

Atlas of Laparoscopic and Robotic Single Site Surgery

This text provides a broad and current review of this field and will serve as a valuable resource for trainees, academic and community surgeons, and members of industry with an interest in LESS. Due to the novelty and complexity of these procedures, the book focuses on detailed descriptions as well as pertinent illustrations for various upper and lower tract urologic procedures. The development of novel minimally invasive and robotic technology for more comfortable performance of these demanding procedures is covered. A complete description of instrumentation, platforms, and optics developed specifically for LESS is another primary focus of this text. Finally, a description of data, care is always taken to refer to the best available level of[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-662-53208-9

Hardcover
2017. Approx. 360 p. 33 illus., 2 illus. in color. (Current Clinical Urology)
↓ 128,39 €
ISBN 978-1-4939-3573-4
Erscheinungstermin: October 3, 2016

Management of Adrenal Masses in Children and Adults

This book is designed to present a comprehensive and state-of-the-art approach to the management of adrenal neoplasms that provides a resource to the broad group of providers that will encounter such a patient. Sections address issues that are faced by providers who encounter a patient with an adrenal neoplasm. These areas include an overview of the genetic basis and familial cancer syndrome-associated with adrenal neoplasms, pathobiology, advanced and tumor specific imaging approaches and technologies, biochemical analysis, standard medical and surgical therapies, and emerging technology and treatment approaches to benign and malignant adrenal neoplasms. Written by experts in the[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-44134-4

Hardcover
2017. VIII, 358 p. 61 illus., 33 illus. in color.
↓ 117,69 €
ISBN 978-3-319-44134-4
Erscheinungstermin: October 17, 2016

Contemporary Oral Oncology

Diagnosis and Management

This is the second of four volumes that together offer an authoritative, in-depth reference guide covering all aspects of the management of oral cancer from a multidisciplinary perspective and on the basis of a strong scientific foundation. This volume addresses a range of management issues in oral cancer, from imaging and staging through to the roles of radiation therapy and chemotherapy. Principles of ablative surgery are explained, and neck dissection and sentinel lymph node biopsy techniques, described. Detailed consideration is also given to the management of complications, salvage surgery and re-radiation, the biologic
Attention is paid to minimally invasive and innovative aspects of surgery for congenital digestive tract malformations, tumors, abdominal trauma, and the most important acquired digestive disorders. Particular attention is paid to minimally invasive surgery (MIS) and the number of operations involving MIS are increasing. This atlas of pediatric anatomy and operative techniques provides a thorough overview of the major issues specific to pediatric surgery. The text reviews theoretical as well as objective information that surgeons use to make intraoperative decisions in situations, often with very limited data; decisions that will decide between a patient’s living or dying, such as in trauma surgery and other complex scenarios. Alternative techniques, instruments, and steps are described when appropriate, and attention is drawn to highlights and pitfalls. While each chapter includes some basic background on the condition in question, the focus is very much on the...
Arterial Revascularization of the Head and Neck
Text Atlas for Prevention and Management of Stroke
This book covers all aspects of the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of stroke, offering an integrated perspective that will be relevant to a range of specialists. Extensive consideration is given to the different methods of stroke prevention and arterial revascularization, with up-to-date information on pharmacological measures and clear presentation of endovascular stent placement procedures and surgical techniques, including those involving the carotid artery, vertebral artery, and aortic arch. Complex procedures, such as simultaneous bilateral carotid revascularization, are discussed in depth, drawing on a large series of cases and setting out practical rules. The diagnosis [...] More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-34191-0

Hardcover
2016. X, 330 p. 104 illus., 94 illus. in color.
► 117,69 €
ISBN 978-3-319-34254-0
Erscheinungstermin: October 8, 2016

Techniques in Minimally Invasive Rectal Surgery
This title encompass all current minimally invasive rectal procedures for a variety of benign and malignant indications and provides a compendium of the available data supporting each technique. Procedures are represented both photographically as well as through selected video clips. The video clips are hosted online and provide a valuable addition to the utility of the text. The text has a substantial pathologic emphasis delineating the conditions for which each technique is most suited. It includes established procedures such as laparoscopic proctectomy, but also describes novel approaches that are gaining the attention of professionals throughout the world, such as transanal [...] More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-16380-2

Hardcover
2016. IX, 231 p. 102 illus., 94 illus. in color.
► 96,29 €
ISBN 978-3-319-16380-2
Erscheinungstermin: August 2016

Robotic Colon and Rectal Surgery
Principles and Practice
The initial chapters discuss the start of minimally invasive surgery and robotics. Subsequent chapters address starting up a robotics program and incorporating robotics into ones practice. The textbook next centers on specific robotic techniques or robotic management of certain disease processes. These chapters are written by experts in the fields and include multiple tables, illustrations, and videos describing the techniques where applicable. Each chapter also discusses the current literature. The final chapters focus on the future of robotics, cost of robotics, and include other possible future platforms and as well as the new FDA approved Xi and SP Intuitive surgical [...] More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-34191-0

Hardcover
2016. X, 368 p. 176 illus., 128 illus. in color.
► 96,29 €
ISBN 978-3-319-34191-0

Percutaneous Treatment of Cardiovascular Diseases in Women
This book describes a wide range of intervention procedures currently employed in the treatment of cardiac diseases in women with the aim of enabling not only interventional cardiologists but also cardiologists and cardiac surgeons to refine their approach to female patients and thus improve outcomes. The book reflects the increasing awareness of gender differences with regard to coronary artery disease and structural valve heart disease. Examples include myocardial infarction, which carries a worse prognosis in women in part because they suffer from this disease mostly in the 7th decade of life, present more frequently with hemodynamic instability and later from symptom onset, and [...] More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-39609-5

Hardcover
2017. X, 251 p. 50 illus. in color.
► 96,29 €
ISBN 978-3-319-39609-5
Erscheinungstermin: September 14, 2016

Surgery for Chest Wall Deformities
This book was conceived and written to provide a contemporary view of critical urban transport issues, policies, and initiatives in twelve countries with emerging economies, each at somewhat different stages of development. With dedicated chapters on Brazil, China, Colombia, India, Indonesia, Iran, Mexico, Nigeria, Russia, South Africa, Turkey, and Vietnam, the book contains detailed, comparable information about the current urban transport situation in the major cities in these countries. Written by specialists in the field, the book draws on a wide range of information sources to provide up-to-date accounts
Tumors of the Jugular Foramen

This book covers all aspects of the diagnosis and treatment of tumors of the jugular foramen – cranial base lesions that present particular diagnostic and management difficulties and remain challenging to remove despite advances in surgery and interventional neuro-radiology. The authors have developed novel concepts and surgical techniques relating to management of the facial nerve, reconstruction of the cranial base, and resection of large tumors with intra- and extracranial extension. These techniques, as well as anatomic studies in cadavers, are presented by means of surgical photographs, illustrations, and videos. Tumors of the Jugular Foramen will be of interest to all specialists[...]

Colon, Rectum and Anus: Anatomic, Physiologic and Diagnostic Bases for Disease Management

This is the first volume in the new Springer Major Reference Work series entitled Coloproctology. The book covers key topics in the anatomy and physiology of the colon, rectum and anus and the diagnosis of colorectal/anal diseases and disorders. It thus forms a sound basis for further volumes in the series that will focus on the treatment of more specific clinical conditions. The subjects addressed in the volume are crucial to effective patient management and the book highlights the fact that adequate diagnostic assessment of a given disease is significantly related to the pathophysiological interpretation of the pathologic process. The purpose of the volume is to provide readers with[...]

The Recurrent and Superior Laryngeal Nerves

This textbook is designed to deliver a comprehensive up-to-date review of all aspects of recurrent laryngeal nerve and superior laryngeal nerve anatomy including surgically important anatomy, key strategic surgical maneuvers, state-of-the-art neural monitoring, preservation of recurrent and superior laryngeal nerves during thyroidectomy and surgical management. Presently, there is no other single book available, that includes all of these surgically important topics explicitly and in-depth. The book is visually oriented with color illustrations and photomicrographs embracing all aspects of recurrent laryngeal nerve anatomy including branching patterns, relationship of the nerve[...]

Percutaneous Interventions for Structural Heart Disease

An Illustrated Guide

This book presents the percutaneous techniques and technologies most frequently employed in structural interventional cardiology, focusing especially on how to optimize outcomes and minimize risk. Interventional procedures for aortic stenosis, mitral regurgitation, left atrial appendage closure, patent foramen ovale closure, and closure of interatrial and interven-tricular defects are clearly presented step by step with the aid of a wealth of images. These descriptions are complemented by a case-based analysis of the various structural pathologies and their complications. Clear guidance is also provided on patient selection, pre-operative evaluation, and choice of available devices. The[...]
Principles of Coding and Reimbursement for Surgeons

This text provides the in-depth understanding of the mechanisms that guide coding and reimbursement. The text is meant to be useful to surgeons in practice, both in general surgery and in surgical subspecialties; practice management teams of surgical practices and to resident physicians in surgery. Part 1 of the text addresses the CPT coding process, the relative valuation system (RVU), the ICD-9 and ICD-10 systems of classification, Medicare Part B payment rules for physicians, the DRG system and Medicare Part A payment for hospitals, alternative payment models, and the myriad of quality measures of importance to surgeons. Part 2 of the text addresses specific coding in areas where [...] More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-43593-0

Chest Wall Deformities

Chest wall deformities encompass a variety of congenital and acquired pathologies that affect the pediatric and the adult population. This comprehensive work offers detailed state of the art information on the changing paradigms in ultrastructural evaluation, diagnosis, clinical investigation, and treatment and reflects the shift towards conservative and minimally invasive treatment options. The combination of concise descriptions and high-quality images will provide the reader with a clear understanding of all relevant concepts. Diagnostic and imaging modalities are analysed in depth, and surgical procedures are explained step by step with the aid of clear, informative illustrations. [...] More on www.springer.com/978-3-662-53086-3

Gastrointestinal Stromal Tumors Bench to Bedside

This textbook provides a comprehensive, state of the art review of this field, and will serve as a valuable resource for clinicians, surgeons and researchers with an interest in GIST. The book reviews new data about risk factors for the disease, profiles the new staging system for GIST, highlights our current understanding of genetic mutations that lead to GIST, and provides new perspectives about imaging of GIST tumors. For localized disease, a greater appreciation of organ-sparing approaches and the importance of preservation of gastrointestinal function is discussed in detail, and advances in surgical techniques are highlighted, including minimally invasive surgery. For[...] More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-42630-3

Atlas of Minimally Invasive Facelift

Facial Rejuvenation with Volumetric Lipofilling

This atlas provides a concise overview of the principle of fat grafting and its clinical applications to treat aging in the central areas of the face in a minimally invasive manner. The authors start with a short description of the anatomical basis of facial aging and by presenting current facial rejuvenation techniques. Here the emphasis is on the process of harvesting and preparing macro-, micro-, intradermal and nano-fat for injection. Thanks to the book’s numerous illustrations and short descriptions, readers will find valuable information on where and how to inject the fat combined with the authors’ individual techniques and refinements. Aging is a major issue in today’s society.[...] More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-33016-7

Adult Umbilical Reconstruction

This book starts with a description of the anatomy of the umbilicus and its ideal shape. After a brief summary of the history of umbilical reconstruction, currently used umbilical reconstructive techniques are presented. The reader will also find information on the reconstruction of the umbilicus after malignant melanoma; outcomes and complications will be discussed in the last chapters. Written by respected authors, this book will offer residents and fellows as well as practicing and highly experienced plastic surgeons essential guidance on treatment and decision-making concerning umbilical reconstruction. Its numerous illustrations and clearly structured content make the book a must-read. More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-43888-7

Hemodialysis Access Fundamentals and Advanced Management

This comprehensive reference on the fundamentals of hemodialysis access creation and advanced management for maintenance is designed to meet the needs of all surgeons and physicians responsible for the treatment and care of patients undergoing dialysis. The book opens by discussing every aspect of dialysis access planning, including selection of the right access for the individual patient and access strategies. Hemodialysis access techniques, from the most basic to the most complex and unconventional, are then described step by step, and guidance is provided on follow-up. Detailed attention is also devoted to the challenging management of specific complications of dialysis access[...] More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-40059-4
The SAGES Manual Ethics of Surgical Innovation

This text provides a comprehensive review of the ethical issues involved with the development, evaluation, and introduction of new treatments of gastrointestinal diseases. How several landmark surgical innovations were developed are described to show the challenges faced, and the ethical dilemmas these innovators dealt with. The challenges of dealing with regulatory issues, and how to work with industry partners, and investors when working on a new therapy is described. Once a new technology has been brought to the market, standards need to be developed regarding the training, credentialing and adoption of the new technology. There are insufficient standards of how to... More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-27661-8

Inverse Abdominoplasty
An Illustrated Guide

Written by international experts, this book describes different techniques for abdominoplasty. It starts with a functional anatomy description of the abdomen, followed by a brief overview of current techniques. With the help of numerous illustrations and videos, the reader will gain detailed knowledge of how to perform the inverse full abdominoplasty, the mini abdominoplasty (with and without floating umbilicus) and the secondary inverse abdominoplasty. Lastly, ancillary procedures that can be used in conjunction with inverse abdominoplasty are discussed. By also addressing the potential complications of this surgical procedure, the book offers essential guidelines for... More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-39308-7

Operative General Surgery in Neonates and Infants

This book focuses on standard operative techniques for important diseases in pediatric surgery, especially in neonates and infants, while also offering a wealth of schematic drawings and photographs to help readers understand the surgical techniques. Because of the rarity of the diseases and shortage of advising doctors, operative techniques for neonatal and infant surgery are difficult to learn. In order to understand essential operative procedures, schematic drawings and suitable intraoperative photographs are called for. Operative General Surgery in Neonates and Infants was written by leading experts in pediatric surgery with extensive experience in their respective fields... More on www.springer.com/978-4-431-55874-3

Personalized Treatment of Breast Cancer

This book deals with the essential factors in the personalization of treatment for primary breast cancer. These include host issues, lymph node surgery, radiation therapy, and preoperative systemic treatment requiring specialized knowledge, multidisciplinary care experience, techniques, and research. Locoregional treatment in conjunction with systemic treat-
ments is another important factor, with options for local therapy significantly affected by genetic BRCA mutation. Axillary treatment issues have become top priorities in recent primary breast cancer care, and these are highlighted in the book’s presentation of technological advances in lymph node mapping and diagnosis, axillary[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-4-431-55551-3

Hardcover
2016. IX, 388 p. 71 illus., 52 illus. in color.
► 128,39 €
ISBN 978-4-431-55551-3
Gewöhnlich versandfertig in 3-5 Werktagen.

T. Tsukahara, A. Pasqualin, G. Esposito, L. Regli, G. Pinna (Eds.)

Trends in Cerebrovascular Surgery

This volume provides an overview of new concepts in neurovascular interventions based on clinical and scientific knowledge of cerebrovascular disorders. It especially focuses on subarachnoid hemorrhage and cerebrovascular malformations, e.g. aneurysms, arterio-venous malformations, and cavernomas. A separate part addresses cerebral revascularization for both complex aneurysms and ischemia. All contributions were written by recognized experts and cover original papers presented at the 7th European Japanese Stroke Surgery Conference, held in Verona, Italy in June 2014. The authors present new trends and strategies for managing emerging problems, as well as in-depth discussions on[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-42492-7

Hardcover
2016. X, 127 p. 70 illus., 9 illus. in color. With online files/update.
► 117,69 €
ISBN 978-3-319-42492-7
Erscheinungstermin: September 2016

K. Varghese, S. Adhyapak

Therapeutic Embolization

This book cites several clinical indications for embolization. Embolization is a safe and effective therapy for intra visceral bleeding, closure of arterio-venous malformations, non-surgical nephrectomy and splenectomy. It is especially useful in patients with several critical co-morbid medical conditions which preclude radical surgeries. It is organ preserving, with limited complications. In the text, the procedural details are described in each clinical situation. The materials used for the procedure are also be described. The procedural pitfalls and complications are detailed in addition to precautions to be taken during the procedure. This will serve as a reference guide for[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-2492-7

Hardcover
2016. X, 127 p. 70 illus., 9 illus. in color. With online files/update.
► 117,69 €
ISBN 978-3-319-2492-7
Erscheinungstermin: September 2016

K. Varghese, S. Adhyapak

Controversies in Vascular Neurosurgery

This concise, easy-to-use book offers expert insights into current controversies in vascular neurosurgery with a view to providing the practitioner with authoritative practical guidance that will assist in the management of difficult disease entities. While vascular neurosurgery has undergone unprecedented advances during the past decade, enabling safer and easier access to previously untreatable pathology, this progress has been accompanied by confusion as to what constitutes best, or even acceptable, practice. Here, experts in the field discuss the various tools available and explain how best to use them when con-fronted by different pathologies, drawing upon their personal[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-27313-6

Hardcover
2016. VIII, 224 p. 16 illus., 6 illus. in color.
► 106,99 €
ISBN 978-3-319-27313-6
Gewöhnlich versandfertig in 3-5 Werktagen.

E. Veznedaroglu (Ed.)

Management and Leadership Skills for Medical Faculty
A Practical Handbook

Recognizing that medical faculty face different questions or issues in different stages of their careers, this handy, practical title offers a comprehensive roadmap and range of solutions to common challenges in the complex and changing Academic Medical Center (AMC). With critical insights and strategies for both aspiring and seasoned academicians, this handbook offers a concise guide for personal career development, executive skill acquisition, and leadership principles, providing actionable, targeted advice for faculty seeking help on a myriad of new issues and situations. Pressures in today’s Academic Medical Center include significant changes to the healthcare system,[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-27779-0

Softcover
2016. XVI, 270 p. 29 illus., 21 illus. in color.
► 85,59 €
ISBN 978-3-319-27779-0
Gewöhnlich versandfertig in 3-5 Werktagen.

A.J. Viera, R. Kramer (Eds.)

Atlas of Minimally Invasive Surgery for Lung and Esophageal Cancer

This Atlas presents a state-of-the-art review of VATS and robotic approaches to managing lung and esophageal cancers. It discusses cancer staging, physiological evaluation of patients, and patient selection for minimally invasive surgery and offers detailed descriptions of individual operations accompanied by anatomic drawings, intraoperative images, and 3-dimensional anatomic reconstructions. Written by recognized experts in the field, it provides readers with an unparalleled resource for advancing their
skills in managing these cancers. It is a valuable reference work for thoracic surgeons in training as well as in practice who want to pursue minimally invasive surgery. It is unique [...] More on www.springer.com/978-94-024-0833-1

Forthcoming

M.Y. Wang, A.A. Sama, J.S. Uribe (Eds.)

Lateral Access Minimally Invasive Spine Surgery

This well-illustrated textbook is the first comprehensive and authoritative source of information on minimally invasive lateral access spine surgery. It covers all aspects of the subject, including patient selection, approach and monitoring techniques, soft tissue management, application in a variety of pathologies, technical nuances, and the prevention and management of complications. In addition, current controversies in the field are discussed and the biomechanics of lateral spinal reconstruction, the physiologic benefits, and cost implications are explained. As use of the lateral approach in spinal surgery has become more popular, so its diversity and complexity have increased. [...] More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-28318-0

B.J.-F. Wong, M.G. Arnold, J.O. Boeckmann (Eds.)

Facial Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery

A Comprehensive Study Guide

This new text helps facial plastic surgery fellows and advanced residents in otolaryngology/head and neck surgery find the answers they’re looking for when preparing to take the American Board of Facial Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery exam. Covering core content relevant to the ABFPRS board exam, this guide emphasizes key facts and clinical pearls essential to exam success and includes hypothetical exam questions and relevant surgical and clinical images. Written by leader in the field and the Director for the facial plastic surgery fellowship program at the University of California Irvine, this book discusses everything from basic techniques and evidence-based medicine, to [...] More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-18034-2

T.S. Wang, D.B. Evans (Eds.)

Medullary Thyroid Cancer

This text provides a comprehensive, contemporary review of this disease and serves as an important resource for clinicians and researchers with an interest in medullary thyroid cancer. The book reviews the initial management of the patient with thyroid nodules, including risk factors, appropriate genetic evaluation of suspected/known medullary thyroid cancer, and appropriate screening for diseases associated with inherited forms of medullary thyroid cancer, including primary hyperparathyroidism and pheochromocytomas. It includes an in-depth discussion of the optimal surgical management of patients with sporadic and inherited disease, those with locoregional metastases, distant [...] More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-39410-7

Hardcover

2017. XX, 356 p. 250 illus., 200 illus. in color.
▶ 181,89 €
ISBN 978-94-024-0833-1
Erscheinungstermin: October 11, 2016

Hardcover

2016. XX, 409 p. 203 illus., 124 illus. in color.
▶ 117,69 €
ISBN 978-3-319-28318-0
Erscheinungstermin: August 14, 2016

Hardcover

2016. XI, 205 p. 40 illus., 28 illus. in color.
▶ 117,69 €
ISBN 978-3-319-39410-7
Gewöhnlich versandfertig in 3-5 Werktagen. August 21, 2016

Hardcover

2016. XII, 377 p. 100 illus., 3 illus. in color.
▶ 117,69 €
ISBN 978-3-319-18034-2
Gewöhnlich versandfertig in 3-5 Werktagen.